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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a
communication terminal with which the
identification information or message data of a
preset communicating party are not stored in a
history memory for the identification

information or message data of a
communicating party to be stored at the time
of call origination or call termination.

SOLUTION: This communication terminal is

provided with a telephone directory storage
means 7, a history memory 10, a history

setting means 8 for correspondently storing

history setting information showing whether
respective identification numbers stored in the

telephone directory storage means are to be
stored in the history memory at the time of call

origination or termination or not, an
identification number holding means for

temporarily holding the identification number at

the time of call origination or call termination,

and a memory control means 9 for retrieving

the identification number hold in the

identification number holding means and the
identification number stored in the telephone
directory storage means and storing the

coincident identification number In a call

origination or termination history memory
based on the history setting information set to

the identification number when such an
identification number is stored.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and I MP IT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2,##*# shows the word which can not be translated.

3In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]This invention relates to the art which memorized only the identification number and
message data of the communications partner to memorize as a history in more detail to call origination or a

receipt history memory about the communication terminal provided with call origination or a receipt history

memory.
[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]The communication terminal memorszable from the former to a history memory can
register the identification number (for example, a telephone number, ID, and the following represent and it is

considered as a telephone number) which carried out call origination, the telephone number which carried out
receipt and also the message data which carried out call origination, and the message data which carried out
receipt as two or more (or one) histories.

[0003]When the telephone number which carried out call origination depending on the model of communication
terminal, the telephone number which carried out receipt and the telephone number memorized to the telephone
directory are searched and there are congruous telephone numbers, The name and address which correspond
also when displaying the name and address which have been memorized corresponding to the telephone number
in a liquid crystal display section and displaying the telephone number memorized to the history memory can also

be searched and displayed.

[0004]Since the time memorized to the history memory combining the clock function which the communication
terminal contains is also simultaneously memorizable, the name etc. and time of call origination or the contents
which carried out receipt, and a partner can be known by history memory investigation

[0005]

[Probiem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]However, the check of this history memory is immediately displayed
only by pushing the display operation button of a history memory in many cases, There was a possibility that
anyone other than a member may see, and it had to be made to have had to erase whenever the telephone
number and message data which were memorized by the history memory were memorized for other someone to
see.

[0008]The telephone number and message data which were displayed from this history memory have many which
can carry out call origination (dial) as it is, and the number dialed frequently is used in many cases, reading it

from a history memory. Therefore, the rarely used telephone number may have on use a convenient direction

which is not memorized in a memory as a history.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem]In order that this invention may plan further convenience of a history memory
like an aforementioned problem, the communication terminal according to claim 1 is characterized by that a
communication terminal connected to digital data exchange network which transmits an identification number by
the side of call origination to the receipt side at the time of connection of a call comprises:
A telephone directory memory measure which memorized two or more identification numbers.
A history memory which memorizes as a history call origination or an identification number which carried out
receipt.

A history setting-out means to make history setting information [ that each identification number which said

telephone directory memory measure has memorized memorizes to said history memory call origination or when
receipt is carried out ] which lends and is not correspond, and to memorize it.

Identification number holding mechanism which holds an identification number temporarily at the time of call

origination or receipt A storage control means memorized to said history memory based on history setting
information set as the identification number when an identification number which said identification number

http://\\ww4ipdl 2008/10/29
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holding mechanism holds, and an identification number which said telephone directory memory measure has

memorized are searched and an identification number in agreement is memorized.

[0008]As for this invention, the communication terminal according to claim 2 is characterized by that a

communication terminal connected to digital data exchange network which transmits message data expressed
with a character, a picture, etc. by the side of call origination at the time of connection of a call to the receipt

side comprises the following again.

A telephone directory memory measure which memorized two or more identification numbers,
A history memory which memorizes as a history Gall origination or message data which carried out receipt.

A history setting-out means to make history setting information [ that each identification number which said

telephone directory memory measure has memorized memorizes to said history memory call origination or when
receipt is carried out ] which lends and is not correspond, and to memorize it

Message data holding mechanism which holds message data and an identification number temporarily at the time

of call origination or receipt, A storage control means memorized to a history memory based on history setting

information set as the identification number when an identification number which said message data holding

mechanism holds, and an identification number which said telephone directory memory measure has memorized
are searched and an identification number in agreement is memorized.

[0009]

[Embodiment of the Invention]Hereafter
t
based on one example of this invention, it explains using figures,

Drawing 1 is a block diagram of one example of the communication terminal by this invention. The loudspeaker
and microphone which 1 and 2 show an audio input output section when each formation part is explained based
on this drawing I, The indicator which displays the final controlling element to which 3 performs the input and
the various setting operation of a telephone number, the partner name corresponding to a telephone number or
its telephone number in 4, etc., The means of communication which 5 connects with digital data exchange
network via a wireless circuit or a wire circuit, The buffer memory the member of the telephone number and
message data in which 6 had the notice from the communications partner, or the terminal remembers
temporarily the telephone number which carried out call origination, and the message data to be, The telephone
book memory 7 has remembered two or more telephone numbers to be beforehand, a history setting-out means
to correspond and to set up the history setting information [ that the telephone number memorized to the
telephone book memory 7 memorizes 8 in a memory as a history call origination or when receipt is carried out ]

which lends and is not, The storage control means which it controls whether lends and there is as for which that

9 searches the telephone number memorized to the buffer memory 6 and the telephone number memorized to
the telephone directory, and memorizes it as a history, and 10 show the history memory which memorizes the
history of call origination or receipt with control of the storage control means 9.

[0010]Next, the storage operation principle of the history memory of the telephone number of this invention is

explained. At the time of call origination or receipt, memory to the history memory 10 is performed, respectively.

When there is a call of a call from a communications partner (at the time of receipt), if the communications
partner is notifying the telephone number, it will be transmitted to the communication terminal by the side of
receipt. If the notice of a telephone number is received, the buffer memory 6 will memorize temporarily, the
storage control means 9 reads the stored data of the telephone book memory 7 to the telephone book memory
7, and a telephone number in agreement exists, or search is begun. When there is a number in agreement, based
on the history setting information set up corresponding to the telephone number, it memorizes to the history
memory 10. Since it will not memorize to the history memory 10 if the information on the purport that memory
to the history memory 10 is not carried out to this history setting information is set up, it is not displayed even if

it checks a history. At the time of call origination, the telephone number of the partner who telephoned is

temporarily memorized to the buffer memory 6 in a similar manner, and memory to the history memory 10 is

performed on the basis of control of the storage control means 9 like the time of receipt.

[001 1]Next, a series of processing operation of one example is explained using drawing 2 and drawing 3. Drawing
2 is a flow chart which shows the processing operation which makes a history memory memorize a telephone
number. In Step 101 or Step 102, it separates to call origination processing or receipt processing. A buffer
memory is made to memorize temporarily the telephone number (103) which transmitted to digital data exchange
network in call origination processing (101) (105). A buffer memory is made to memorize temporarily the
telephone number to which it has been notified via digital data exchange network also in receipt processing (102)
(105), However, if the telephone number is not notified from a communications partner at this time, processing
not more than this is not performed. Next, it is searched whether the same telephone number as the telephone
number memorized by this buffer memory exists in a telephone directory (106). When there is the same

http://www4ipdLinpit^^ 2008/10/29
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telephone number, setting out of whether to memorize this telephone number to a history memory is confirmed

(107), If it is setting out that it may memorize from the information on Step 107 to a history memory, in Step

108, it will memorize to a history memory, When there is no same telephone number, it may be made to process

whether it memorizes to a history memory, and that setting out which is not memorized in Step 106 using an

another formation part and judging processing part.

[001 2]Drawing 3 is a flow chart which shows the processing operation which makes a history memory memorize
message data. A judgment whether a history memory is made to memorize call origination or the message data

which carries out receipt is made based on the identification information of the partner who does call origination

of this message data. Then, by this drawing 3, it is based on the telephone number notified when the telephone

number or message data covered when carrying out call origination of the message data carries out receipt as a

partner s identification information. In Step 201 or Step 202, it separates to call origination processing or receipt

processing. A buffer memory is made to memorize temporarily the telephone number (203) and message data

which were transmitted to digital data exchange network in call origination processing (201) (206). The case of

receipt processing (202) makes a buffer memory memorize temporarily the message data (204) and the

telephone number (205) which have been notified via digital data exchange network (206). It may be made to

process judgment whether a history memory is made to memorize using an another formation part and judging

processing part at the time like [ although the message data has been transmitted / when a telephone number is

not transmitted ]. Next, it is searched whether the same telephone number as the telephone number memorized
by this buffer memory exists in a telephone directory (207). When there is the same telephone number, setting

out of whether to memorize this telephone number and message data to a history memory is confirmed (208). If

it is setting out that it may memorize from the information on Step 208 to a history memory, in Step 209, it will

memorize to the history memory. When there is no same telephone number, it may be made to process whether
it memorizes to a history memory, and that setting out which is not memorized in Step 207 using an another
formation part and judging processing part.

[001 3]Aithough it corresponds to the telephone number memorized to the telephone directory and he is trying to

set whether it memorizes to a history memory, and that information which is not memorized as it in one example
of this invention, AH the things that are not set up may be controlled to memorize to a history memory, and may
be controlled not to memorize to a history memory only what is set up.

[0014]

[Effect of the Inventionjln the history which carried out receipt with easy composition from the history which
carried out call origination to the communications partner, or the communications partner when using the
communication terminal of this invention by the above composition, Since the identification information and the
message data of a communications partner not to memorize in a memory as a history can be set up not
memorize beforehand, When a history memory is seen other than [ someone of ] a member, it can prevent
finding it in the contents of a member's individual history other than [ someone of ] a member, since a history

not to be known is not displayed.

[0015]From the ability to be set up not memorize an unnecessary (it is rarely used) telephone number to a

history memory when using the telephone number used frequently from a history memory. It is not necessary to
make a history memory memorize a useless telephone number, and can be used effectively, and it becomes,
without using a mass history memory, and small capacity-ization of a history memory can be attained. A user's
directions for use improve more and he can do broad usage which embraced the operating condition.

[Translation done.]


